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Akkala ancient tech lab guide

How to get to your second village and unlock new Slate features. Zelda: Breath of the Wild's Locked Mementos is a mission that follows Seek Out Impa and Kakariko Village and sees you head to a new destination, Hateno Village, looking for more skills for your Shiekah Slate. If you're looking for help for parts of the game, check out our
Zelda: Breath of the Wild tutorial and guide. From kakariko Village, you want to go south where you came from, back over the Kakariko Bridge, where there's a signpost pointing you toward Hateno Village to the east. If you do not have a horse, then that is highly recommended to make the trip much faster. Soon after, you'll arrive at a field
full of fallen Guardians just before the Hateno Fort area. It's worth jumping and looting these guardians for their old trinkets, specifically old screws, which will clear up a little later, but beware one in the farthest left corner will come to life if you get too close. Through the wall of the Fort there is a cabin on the right, and if you call, you can
chat with someone named Calip. Call him Doctor and you'll collect the mission of the Cursed Statue Shrine. Continue east now, and you'll see hateno Tower south of your way. We strongly recommend that you head here - and any future towers in unexplored regions - to map your map. This is quite easy to get close - go across the river,
past the Moblins, and start climbing past the spikes. Be sure to rest on each ledge as you climb and you'll reach the top without a problem. The route from The Peaks of Duel to Hateno Village, with the Tower highlighted. From here, head back to your horse and continue east to the Village - the route should be direct. Like Kakariko Village,
there are plenty of distractions here if you want to take the time to do so. Some highlights (and not an exhaustive list of activities) include: Chat to Seldon as you approach the first buildings for a tour of the village's many vendors. There's a clothing store on the left as you walk in with some decent-priced items that could replace your
existing starting clothes if you haven't improved yet. You can also dye these and others in a dye shop across the street and a little below. There is the Sanctuary Myahm Agana overlooking the village to the south, by the hill, which should be visited as a quick travel point. Chat with the Neb boy running in the center of the village for the
mission on the side of the Gun Service. Chat with Manny in front of the Ton Pu Inn at the other end of town to start a gift mission for me downstairs. Talk to Calvia on the pier and you'll talk about three trees on the mountain as a clue to the quest for the glow of the Secret of Cedars. When you're ready, head east of the village and take the
winding road to the building perched in the This is Hateno Ancient Tech Lab. There are some agricultural equipment that makes melee weapons good outside, as well as a Sunshroom that grows against one of the outer walls. :: :: Sword and Shield tutorial and guide Inside, talk to Symin inside, then Pumin afterwards to receive a quick
errand before you can get some slate upgrades. Grab the torch through the front door and slide from the cliff to the waypoint on the map, which takes you right north of town. In the blue flame oven, light your torch. If it's raining, you'll have to wait until the weather clears, maybe exploring the village and doing a side mission. When
illuminated, you can't take a direct route back because the river is on the way, so head north and down the hill. At the top there is more water and a fence on the right. Head right forward the fence - at an angle so you don't place the torch - so the fence to the cattle feather is on your left. Keep spinning, lightning flashlights as you go in
case your torch goes out (for example, if you accidentally run). Soon you will reach the main road, which is then a short walk back to the Technical Laboratory. Enter and talk to Pumin, who will update your whiteboard and add the ability to add captured memories, develop your Hyrule Compendium, and take photos. You'll be given the
side mission of Robbie's Research, and you'll be told to head to Impa at Kakariko Village.Before that, chat with her again for slated for Upgrades side search to update your whiteboard. Order old materials for slate upgrades: Three old screws to upgrade Shiekah SensorThrees Ancient Shafts to upgrade remote bombs From old cores to
upgrade StatisThancies to a new update, it is now possible to play Zelda Breath of the Wild in VR. Want help with the main game? Our Zelda: Breath of the Wild tutorial can help complete the Vah Road Divine Beasts, Vah Rudiana, Vah Medoh and Vah Naboris and more. There's also how to get the Master Sword, Hylian Shield, and all of
Zelda's Captured Memories and The Great Bead Fountain locations, while our Sanctuary locations and Sanctuary Map Center explain where to find and solve each puzzle room, including dragon locations and Maze solutions. We also have a dlc 1 guide and a DLC 2 guide, which includes all locations of Tingle, Majora's Mask, Phantom,
Midna. This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only display it if you accept targeting cookies. Please enable cookies to view. If you've been looting the ruined projectiles of the guardians scattered across the earth (there are many just east of the Duel Peaks stables and before Hateno Fort) you should have plenty of
springs. Once this is done, you'll get the Shiekah+ Sensor, allowing you to feel more than just the Shrines. After this, you can chat with Symin and Sunshroom's Detection mission. Get a captured MemoryNow, head to Impa in Kakariko Village, which will complete the Blocked Memories quest and begin Captured Memories. You have to
find a Captured Memory before she talks to you one more time. There are many to choose from, but the easiest ones here that are close to from the Grand Plateau area are Memory 01, 03 or 13, with which our Captured Memories locations page can help. Whatever it is, return to Impa, and this first memory will see you receive the
champion's robe, a piece of five-strong armor that reveals an enemy's life indicator. Also, now that you have the camera, you can chat with Pikango standing outside the village prayer statue to learn about the first Great Fairy Fountain on the Find the Great Fairy mission. Unless you want to track those memories, now is a good time to
start looking for those Divine Beasts. Good luck! Buy The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild from Amazon [?] FlagView HistoryAkkala's ancient technological laboratory is a strange modified lighthouse at the eastern end of Akkala. It is operated by Robbie, one of Sheikah's researchers and Purah's assistant at Hateno Village. The lab
won't be active if you arrive before talking to Purah about Robbie, after which you'll have the opportunity to activate the lab and talk to Robbie and his wife Jerrin. You can also use the Cherry robot to exchange rupees and old pieces in exchange for old weapons and armor. Skull's EyeRobbie researchThe Cherry robot can be
interconnected to exchange rupees and old pieces in exchange for special weapons and armor not found anywhere else. How to get the best armor in Breath of the Wild. Have you ever wondered how to get the best armor in The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild? Or even what's the best armor really? Well, you're in the right place. If
you want to put on some of the best real-life armor, however, head to our jelly deals from sister site and check out your summary of Zelda's best merchandise and gifts, including some pretty ingenious outfits. The best Breath of the Wild armor is the Ancient Set - the Old Helmet, Cuirass and Greaves - and can only be obtained after
completing a specific side mission - Robbie Research - and then collected the right materials to be exchanged at Akkala's Ancient Technology Laboratory. It sounds like a bit of a slog, but actually this is actually a pretty feasible task, and it's a fantastic way to prepare for some of the game's toughest challenges, like Calamity Ganon or the
toughest combat sanctuaries. Breath of the Wild's best armor - speaking purely in terms of resistance to damage provided in combat - is the ancient armor set of the Ancient Helmet, the Ancient Cuirass, and the Ancient Grieves. The set itself has the same base resistance as the soldier's armor set, with 4 defenses per item, but it is the
bonus effects that make it stand out: Guardian Resistance is a base effect applied to Item you're wearing, giving you a resuscitation to the damage of all Guardians, while using a full set will earn you the old competition set bonus that also increases your damage with old weapons and guardian weapons. With those who already do
additional damage to the Guardians themselves, it's a useful thing! You can put your hands on the Armor established by trading certain items - usually those that occur from defeating or overturning guardians - in Akkala's ancient technology lab, after completing the mission on the side of Robbie's research. Akkala Ancient Technology
Laboratory Ancient Armor and Weapons Prices ItemMaterialsRupees Ancient Arrow X2, Old Axis x1, Arrow x1 90 Ancient Arrow x3 Ancient Screw x6, Old Axis x3, Old Arrow x3 250 Ancient Arrow x5 Ancient Spring x5, Old Axis x5, Arrow x5 400 Ancient Short Sword Spring x15, Old Axis x5, Old Core x2 1000 Ancient Shield , Ancient
Spring x15, Giant Ancient Core x1 1000 Old Bladesaw Screw x15, Old x5 axis, old core x2 1000 old old arc old gear x15, old x5 axis, old core x2 1000 old gear arc x10, old spring x15, old giant core x1 1000 old rudder old gear x20, old x5 axis, old core x3 2000 old Cuirass old gear x200 , Old screw x5, Old core x3 1000 Old Grebas Old
Gear x20, Old Spring x5, Old Core x3 1000 Where is the laboratory and how is the search completed, asks? Not bad... Akkala's ancient technology lab is located in the far northeastest part of the map, within the Akkala region, but to complete the mission, you'll first need to complete another one. Before leaving for Akkala, then, you need
to talk to Purah at Hateno's Ancient Technology Lab and get to the point where you show him a photo of yourself - we have a page about the missions needed to do so in our Hateno Ancient Tech Lab tutorial for that. Thanks to a new update, it is now possible to play Zelda Breath of the Wild in VR. Want help with the main game? Our
Zelda: Breath of the Wild tutorial can help complete the Vah Road Divine Beasts, Vah Rudiana, Vah Medoh and Vah Naboris and more. There's also how to get the Master Sword, Hylian Shield, and all of Zelda's Captured Memories and The Great Bead Fountain locations, while our Sanctuary locations and Sanctuary Map Center explain
where to find and solve each puzzle room, including dragon locations and Maze solutions. We also have a dlc 1 guide and a DLC 2 guide, which includes all locations of Tingle, Majora's Mask, Phantom, Midna. This content is hosted on an external platform, which will only display it if you accept targeting cookies. Please enable cookies to
view. Once this is done, Robbie's research-side mission will be available, and you can head to Akkala's old technology lab to talk to Robbie himself. Once you're up there, he'll first ask you to identify yourself. The way to do it is to completely remove yourself your clothes (we know it...) and then talk to him again. Once you talk to him with
your clothes off, he'll identify you by the scars on your body from your previous battles, and then ask you to perform the same task you did by activating the quick travel point for Hateno Lab: carrying the blue flame with a torch to light the oven. First, take the torch on the side in the lab if you don't already have one, then head out. Keep in
mind that unlike this hate lab mission version, there are a large number of enemies along the way, including a Guardian you probably had to pass to visit the lab itself. Seeing that you can't store the torch without the blue flame going out, we recommend that you go from the lab to the source of the blue flames on foot, defeating all enemies
along the way, so you have a clear path back to the lab once you carry the torch. The source of the flames itself is located on top of a hill just east of the Technological Laboratory, across a river. Turn on the torch there, and on the way back be sure to turn on each flashlight on the fly - if your flame goes out for any reason, such as rain or
accidentally sprinting, then you can just turn it back on from the nearest flashlight instead of going back to the beginning. Once you've finally walked your way back to the lab, turn the oven out with the blue flame, and then the lab will unlock it as a place for a quick trip. Go back in and talk to Robbie again, and now you can buy him the old
weapons and armor, as long as you have the necessary rupees and materials. That's it for side search here! For more detailed tutorials, however, be sure to check out our main Zelda: Nature's Breath tutorial and guide center, along with our Breath of Wild Sanctuaries and Test Center, too! Buy The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild
from Amazon [?] [?]
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